One of the highest risk times for any business is during the act of opening and closing, which can now be made safer and more cost effective with SES’s newest integrated solution - Secure All-Clear. Secure All-Clear is a simple, cost effective and compliant* solution that revolutionizes opening and closing procedures for businesses. Utilizing the proliferation of smart phones & expansion of wireless networks, the solution creates a direct link to the SES Alarm Monitoring Center through a simple to use mobile device app.

Secure All-Clear allows a single-employee opening or closing a business to trigger an “All Safe” notification to the 24/7 SES UL Certified, TMA 5-Diamond Alarm Monitoring Center signaling the facility is free of threat and safe to open. In a situation of threat, the employee signals SOS and the SES Alarm Monitoring Center will dispatch authorities following your specific response plan.

For approximately $1/day per user, Secure All-Clear allows you to rest easy knowing the highest level of security is in place for you and your employees, day in and day out.

*Bank Protection Act of 1968
Safe Open & Close Procedures

The combination of Secure All-Clear and the SES Alarm Monitoring Center into a single solution enhances an employee’s safety during businesses’ critical daily activities, such as opening and closing. The customized solution empowers SES Alarm Dispatchers with critical information needed to respond to threatening events while providing the employee peace of mind knowing that should they need it, help is just a touch of a button away.

Concise Situational Awareness When You Need It

Here’s How It Works

- A single employee approaches business for daily opening and closing
- Secure All-Clear automatically assigns to the relevant business using the app’s location services (GPS)
- Employee selects ‘Branch Opening’, launching a customizable SOS duress dispatch countdown
- Employee conducts property check, confirming no threat
- Employee confirms ‘no threat’ by stopping the SOS duress dispatch countdown. The procedure is automatically documented.
- If the employee identifies threat, they signal SOS through the integrated panic button or the countdown expires, automatically generating an SOS signal to the SES Alarm Monitoring Center

Interested in learning more? Contact your Account Executive or call 1.855.331.0359 today.